Abstract-Automotive radar interference is an issue arising with the increasing amount of radar systems in automotive scenarios. Interference can influence the functionality of a radar system, e.g. decrease its detection capability. To ensure functionality in critical situations, interference countermeasures are applied. This paper proposes a countermeasure for chirp sequence modulated radars interfering one another estimating an interfering signals' parameters to afterwards reconstruct and remove the interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
When considering radar as a standard component for future generations of automobiles, scenarios with multiple users radiating and receiving RF signals in similar frequency bands will be a common issue. As power from one radar system is transmitted into the receiving structure of another, the other radar might get altered in its functionality. The radar generating the disturbing power is called interferer, the other one is called victim. For the investigation of radar interference and its mitigation, analytical considerations have been performed. Problems arising with radar interference have been investigated taking account of modulation schemes of victim and interferer. This behaviour was investigated for interference between pulsed and FMCW radars [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . It was shown that interference between two FMCW systems may lead to serious limitations. If the frequency ramps from victim and interferer cross each other as shown in Fig. 1 , the noise floor will increase significantly [2] , [4] , so low power targets might not be detected anymore. If parallel frequency ramps of interferer and victim occur, this could lead to the appearence of ghost targets in the receiver structure. However, as there is no correlation between the phase noise of victim and interferer, these targets would show up as very broad peaks in the spectrum [4] .
To counteract interference, multiple procedures are possible. Methods were proposed scanning the received time domain signal to remove corrupted samples [2] , mitigating the interference in space domain [5] , or by shifting the transmit frequency in frequency domain [6] . There is a plenty of possible other ideas, but not all are working for each radar modulation. On the following pages, an interference countermeasure in time domain suited for chirp sequence modulated radars interfered by chirp sequence or FMCW modulation schemes is presented. 
II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION
Considering non parallel frequency ramps as shown in Fig. 1 , interference only occurs as long as an interfering signal passes the victim radar's receiver bandwidth. Therefore, in time domain interference will only show up for a limited period,what can be seen in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the amplitude level of the interfering signal is higher than the target signals' amplitudes. This is expected, as the interfering signal need not be reflected by a target before reaching the receiving antenna [2] . In frequency domain, interference as illustrated leads to an increase of the noise floor and masking of low power targets.
As mentioned above, one countermeasure in time domain is to detect whether a sample or a period of samples is affected by interference and afterwards replacing those samples by empty values. By doing so, the interference is completely removed from the signal and cannot increase the noise floor anymore. However, this method has the disadvantage that a part of the signal is lost, leaving a hole in the measured data set. This lacking data will be the more problematic the longer the interference period lasts. In order not to lose information this way, the method for interference mitigation proposed here is to estimate the parameters of the interfering signal based on the received time domain samples. With the parameters known, the interfering signal component can be reconstructed and removed from the total received signal without any loss of information on target signals. Therefore, an analytical derivation is performed.
The frequency f Tx (t) sent by a chirp sequence modulated radar transmitter can be described as
where f c is the carrier frequency, B the bandwidth and T c the duration of a single chirp [7] . A similar description can be done for the frequency f int (t) of an interfering signal sent by a radar system also using a chirp sequence modulation:
The variables describe the same relations as in (1), with the enhanced indices related to an interfering signal. τ represents a time shift between the starting points of the interfering signal's frequency ramp and the interfered radar's frequency ramp. These frequency ramps are illustrated in Fig. 1 for two signals with different parameters.
In a chirp sequence modulated radar, downconversion of one chirp of a reflected signal from the i-th target leads to the baseband signal [7] :
with A i the signal amplitude, R i and v i the target's range and velocity, and c the speed of light. For the further considerations, it is suitable to summarize the items into some constants to
It can be seen that the signal received from target i is an oscillation with constant amplitude and frequency. If one interfering signal s int (t) is present, the total received signal s Rx (t) is the sum of all target responses (4) and the interference:
The time domain interference signal can be determined by mixing of the two frequency ramps in Fig. 1 . When the receiver lowpass filter is assumed ideal, this will result in a cosine term with constant amplitude. So during the interference period, the interference component can generally be described as
The interferer amplitude A int is constant as for a target response, but its phase ϕ int (t) will not have the same linear behaviour as a target signal phase. The calculation of ϕ int (t) is done in a similar way as the derivation of the target signal phase in [7] . Using (1) and (2), mixing of the transmitted chirp signal with the received interference signal will provide the baseband interference phase ϕ int (t):
In the following steps, the phase ϕ int (t) and the amplitude A int will be determined to afterwards remove the interference.
To estimate the phase response, the derivative of the received signal s Rx (t) is calculated. Derivation of (5) 
As mentioned before, the interfering signal has a much higher amplitude as the targets' reflections. So (8) is approximated by
In Fig. 3 , a simulated time domain signal is shown, in Fig. 4 its derivative. It can be seen that the interference component is dominating the signal derivative, so the approximation is assumed valid. Taking a look at d dt ϕ int (t), the integral in (7) will disappear when calculating its derivation: By introducing constants c 1 and c 2 , this can be considered as a linear equation of the form
When the sine in (9) reaches its extreme values, the signal values will fit into (11) modified by the amplitude A int of the interferer. Two straight lines can be fitted into these extreme values, illustrated in Fig. 4 . If now A int is known, c 1 and c 2 in (11) can be determined out of the fitted straight line. With them the interfering signal's frequency dependance is known. As there are two possible solutions for the fit, an uncertainty of a factor −1 remains.
To estimate A int , again (5) is taken into account. As the interference component has a very high amplitude, it will determine the locations of extreme values of s Rx (t). At the extrema, the signal value is a composition of A int and the sum of the target signals with time dependant instantaneous phases which is described as a random value x oscillating around zero:
By calculating the mean value of the extrema's absolutes, A int can be determined, as the mean of x will disappear:
The information gained is used to reconstruct and remove the interfering signal s int (t) from the total received signal s Rx (t) by calculating
With integration, an unkown constant ϕ 0 arises in the cosine representing the zero phase of the interfering signal. To get hold on this constant, two approaches are suggested. The first one will just estimate ϕ 0 in the time domain signal s Rx (t). Taking a look at Fig. 1 , at the cutting point of the two frequency ramps their difference is zero, so the phase is changing very slow here. That makes this point well suited for an estimation, the point in time is called t int . Setting of (11) to zero and insertion in (14) leads to
Here, x is the same as in (12). By assuming x was small, a starting point for an estimation of ϕ 0 is given. This value then is optimized, e.g. by using the knowledge on extrema's locations in s Rx (t). Afterwards, the signal repair can be performed. This procedure is strongly dependant on the quality of determining ϕ 0 . However, in the following another approach is presented not having this issue.
By applying an I-Q mixer, the estimation of ϕ 0 is redundant. The mixer provides sine and cosine component of the input signal s Rx (t). When (5) is considered the I-component, the Q-component will be
The derivative of the I-component is given analogous to (9):
The values of A int and and added to (16). Doing so, the interference component is removed from the signal. As there were two possible solutions for the fit performed in Fig. 4 , it has to be checked and corrected if necessary whether the correct sign for 
III. SIMULATION
To show the method's functionality, simulations were performed repairing a signal with one interferer present. 256 chirp ramps were simulated with the parameters given in Fig. 5 . An interferer using the same modulation scheme but a different sign for the frequency ramp slope was present at a random point in time for each chirp, a window function was not applied. Using the repair algorithm with estimation of ϕ 0 , it was possible to suppress the interferer's influence as shown in Fig. 6 .
IV. DISCUSSION
Finally, advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method compared to just replacing interfered samples by zeros are adressed.
Advantages are that no information is lost, as the signal is repaired, and that accuracy of the method is increasing with raising interference period, as parameter estimation is getting better with the number of available points. Blinding out interfered signal parts is getting worse the longer the interference lasts. Another advantage is, that not all corrupted samples have to be detected. With the parameters estimated, the interference period can be calculated. Additionally, knowledge on an input filter can be taken into consideration.
Disadvantageous at the procedure is the expected high calculation effort to receive enough accuracy with the estimation to still be effective.
V. CONCLUSION
A method for time domain interference mitigation was presented estimating amplitude and frequency behaviour of an interfering signal. This information is used to reconstruct and remove the interference component in time domain. Compared to just cutting out the signal part affected by interference, this method can avoid a loss of signal information. However, it requires higher calculation effort. Its effectivity increases with increasing duration of interference, as this makes parameter estimation more accurate. Future investigations will apply the method on a hardware system and determine the maximum possible SNR gain by optimization of the applied algorithms. As interference duration is considered a significant issue as well, its influence will also be taken into account.
